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Welcome to Music in Motion!

We’ve done our best to create an enriching experience for your classes and we hope that the 
students will enjoy this game. We also hope it will aide them in their budding musical journey. 

Music in Motion is designed to augment the classroom experience of middle school music 
students. We created it with the idea that it would be used to give students a chance to practice 
staff-reading (and sight reading), in the context of a song, while playing a game with friends.

Sections of the manual are color-coded according to topic, as indicated by the colored tabs 
below.



GAME OPERATION

Procedure

Be sure to open the SMALLab Tracking Tools before operating any SMALLab game. The application 
must be running in order for the system to track the wands.

(1) Click and hold the mouse button down to select the desired .CSV fi le. While holding the 
mouse button down, drag the .CSV fi le onto the ‘MusicInMotion.exe’ executable fi le.

Be sure that the associated .WAV audio fi le is in the same location as the CSV fi le on your 
computer.

(2) You will see a quick Unity logo followed by the ‘Start’ screen. Use your computer mouse to 
click start, then move the mouse cursor to the edge of the screen (so that it is not visible in the 
projection during gameplay).

The game supports input tracking for up to 3 simultaneous wands, i.e. 3 simultaneous players.

(3) Once the game has started, no further computer actions are required for operation; however, 
we have provided action keys for in-game adjustments:

 Pressing the ‘h’ key toggles hints - whenever a monster is active, arrows appear to indicate
  the staff positions of its corresponding note(s)
 Pressing the ‘m’ key increases the trigger height for the game’s registering of input.
 Pressing the ‘n’ key decreases the trigger height for registering input.
 Pressing the ‘Esc’ key ends the game.
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HOW TO PLAY

Objective
Each player must correctly interpret as many notes on staff as they can.

Physical Requirements
One player stands behind each set of 3 monsters. At the beginning of the game, wands should 
be raised in the off position (about the height of the player’s chest/shoulders). During gameplay, 
lowering a wand past the requisite trigger height registers as ‘on’ (as indicated by a monster 
moving onto the staff above it). The wand must be lowered on top of a monster to register as on. 
Keeping the wand lowered causes the monster to remain eating on a staff.

Interface
Each player has 3 note monsters. Each monster can eat one type of note, as indicated by the letter 
on its body. Notes stream stream in toward each player from the right side of their respective 
staff. By the time it reaches their threshold marker (the bar above their center monster), they 
should have a monster selected to eat the note. Each note has a duration tail attached to it that 
indicates how long the note is sustained in the current song. The number of notes a player ate 
correctly and incorrectly are displayed under the right side of their respective staff.

In-Game Feedback
Player performance generates rapid feedback above their respective staff:
 - Selecting the correct monster and having it in position in time to eat an oncoming note
  produces a green check mark with a particle burst
 - Selecting an incorrect monster and having it in position when an oncoming note reaches
  the threshold marker produces a red ‘X’ mark that pulses one time
 - Selecting the correct monster after a note has passed the threshold marker but before
  its accompanying duration tail has fully passed produces a ‘MISS’ pulse

Hint: In some songs/note sequences, notes can come back-to-back very quickly. Inform players 
that they can select monsters by panning across them. They do not need to return their wands to 
the ‘off’ position before selecting a new monster. Sliding the wands across the monsters allows 
for faster physical play.

Scoring
Scoring is based on the accuracy with which a player selects the monsters that correspond to 
the oncoming notes. Each correct note eaten earns a fi xed number of points. Players increase 
their score further by keeping their monster in position throughout the duration of each note’s 
duration tail. Once the song concludes, players are shown ‘1st’, ‘2nd’ and ‘3rd’ according to their 
scores. Ties are shown as ‘1st’, ‘1st’, ‘3rd’ and ‘1st’, ‘2nd’, ‘2nd’.

Once a song concludes, manually exit the game (‘Esc’ key) and restart as desired.
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MUSIC INPUT SYSTEM

Music Input (Supports Google Sheets, Microsoft Excel, or any spreadsheet editor)

Music in Motion affords entry of songs and note-sequences of the user’s choosing. See provided 
“Animals” song for example. Always create a new copy of the music input template using 
‘Save As’ before doing anything else.

The game system supports a BPM (beats per minute) range of 60-120, in whole number increments 
(no decimals).

Each instrument has 3 columns:
 Clef = The clef for the respective staff (each player can have a different clef if desired).
  Enter ‘treble’, ‘bass’, or ‘alto’ into the cell immediately below the ‘Clef’ cell

 Play = Start the note on corresponding beat to the left.
  Enter ‘eighth’, ‘quarter’, ‘half’, or ‘whole’ into spaces of the Play column. Make sure
   that the notes don’t overlap in terms of time/beats (i.e. no legato, each note
   must fi nish before the next begins)

 Pitch = Defi ne a note’s MIDI designation, e.g. ‘C4’ for middle C (octave number changes
   on each C note). Each player must have 3 different pitches. Sharps/fl ats are
   not supported. Pitches must fall within the lines/spaces of the chosen clef.

If your song is longer than the provided number of measures in the template, you can create new 
rows below the last measure, then copy and paste measure, beat, and instrument cells below the 
existing ones, descending downward. Proceed to number the additional measures accordingly. 
Be sure to type ‘END’ at the bottom of each measure column to indicate the end of your song. 
Save/export the spreadsheet as a .CSV fi le.

Custom Audio Playback

If you wish to provide an audio fi le that will be played in the game, place the fi le name and 
extension in the cell immediately under ‘Backing Track’, e.g. “Animals.wav”.

Audio Requirements

The accompanying audio track must be in .WAV format (24-bit or lower, 48kHz or lower). 
The audio must start right at 0:00 of the WAV fi le; no opening silence.
The audio fi le must be in the same location as the .CSV fi le that calls it on the host computer.
The tempo must remain constant throughout the entire song.
The system does not generate a metronome; the audio fi le must contain it if desired.
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TROUBLESHOOTING
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Game Won’t Start:

Be sure that the ‘MusicInMotion.exe’ and the ‘MusicInMotion_Data’ folder are in the same 
location on the host computer.

We recommend maintaining the provided fi le structure/hiearchy. We also recommend installing 
all fi les onto your local SMALLab host computer (rather than running the games from a USB drive 
for example).

Game loads, no music accompaniment is heard:

Be sure that the .WAV audio fi le (24-bit or lower, 48kHz or lower) is in the same location on the 
host computer as the .CSV fi le that is calling it. Check to see that your .CSV fi le has no typos in 
the audio fi le name and extension.

Also be sure to check that your speakers are on and that the volume on both the speakers and 
the host computer is turned up adequately.

Game loads, no notes appear:

This usually means that things are not placed in the correct cells of the spreadsheet that was 
exported to the .CSV fi le. The game can only parse the template exactly as it was designed. Check 
your spreadsheet against the master template fi le to make sure entries are not out of place.

Error - Couldn’t fi nd MIDI id for key:

This means that you entered a MIDI key, i.e. a pitch, that is out of range of the system’s capabilities. 
The game supports pitches that are restricted by clefs:
 
 Treble Clef - C4 (middle C, below staff) to F5 (top-line)
 Alto Clef - F3 to G4
 Bass Clef - G2 to C4 (middle C, above staff)

If you need to immediately terminate the game for any reason (and the ‘Esc’ key fails you), 
press ‘Atl + F4’ to terminate the program.


